L(p) -norm IDF for scalable image retrieval.
The inverse document frequency (IDF) is prevalently utilized in the bag-of-words-based image retrieval application. The basic idea is to assign less weight to terms with high frequency, and vice versa. However, in the conventional IDF routine, the estimation of visual word frequency is coarse and heuristic. Therefore, its effectiveness is largely compromised and far from optimal. To address this problem, this paper introduces a novel IDF family by the use of Lp-norm pooling technique. Carefully designed, the proposed IDF considers the term frequency, document frequency, the complexity of images, as well as the codebook information. We further propose a parameter tuning strategy, which helps to produce optimal balancing between TF and pIDF weights, yielding the so-called Lp-norm IDF (pIDF). We show that the conventional IDF is a special case of our generalized version, and two novel IDFs, i.e., the average IDF and the max IDF, can be defined from the concept of pIDF. Further, by counting for the term-frequency in each image, the proposed pIDF helps to alleviate the visual word burstiness phenomenon. Our method is evaluated through extensive experiments on four benchmark data sets (Oxford 5K, Paris 6K, Holidays, and Ukbench). We show that the pIDF works well on large scale databases and when the codebook is trained on irrelevant data. We report an mean average precision improvement of as large as +13.0% over the baseline TF-IDF approach on a 1M data set. In addition, the pIDF has a wide application scope varying from buildings to general objects and scenes. When combined with postprocessing steps, we achieve competitive results compared with the state-of-the-art methods. In addition, since the pIDF is computed offline, no extra computation or memory cost is introduced to the system at all.